Space for Termination MDF Blocks

Elisa Corporation leases spaces for MDF termination blocks on its telecom premises to telecommunications operators who place their equipment or cables on the premises in question. Any termination block spaces needed on the MDF for hardware and cables to be placed in telecommunications premises are leased subject to the terms and conditions specified in this product description.

The MDF is a piece of hardware on telecom premises comprising iron structures to which the termination blocks of equipment in the cable network and hardware premises are attached. Additionally, the MDF comprises the support structures to which the cables entering termination block spaces are located and the jumper connection control and support structures between the blocks. A portable ladder and adequate working space has been reserved in front of the block spaces in the MDF.

Space for termination blocks
- a hardware site in the MDF set for terminating a 100-pair cable
- a hardware site in the ODF rack for one patch panel

Elisa Corporation offers HVT 71 or LSA+ types of blocks subject to separate sales terms and conditions.

Please enter availability inquiries, offer requests and orders into Elisa Carrier Services Online order and delivery system.

Should the telecommunications operator have no access right to the premises concerned, Elisa Corporation shall appoint a contact person for the job. The contact details of this person will be given in the confirmation of order. An order confirmation will be sent within five working days of receipt of the order.

Delivery

Should installation work at termination block spaces require accompaniment (the person carrying out the work has no access right to the premises), the contact persons shall agree on the exact date the work takes place. In other cases, Elisa Corporation’s contact person shall be informed of the date the work is to be carried out and made sure that other work does not prevent the work in question from being done. The telecommunications operator placing the order is responsible for carrying out the work properly, marking the termination blocks and clearing away the waste caused by the work.

Special terms and conditions

Term of lease

The term of lease in respect of a space for a termination block shall commence from the time Elisa Corporation has confirmed the order. The term of lease shall end when the space for the termination block has been returned for the use of Elisa Corporation. The minimum term of lease shall be one (1) year. No separate subscription charge is payable. Lease payments commence from the beginning of the month following confirmation of order and end at the end of the calendar month in which the telecommunications operator has given written notification that the termination block space is vacant.

Moving of termination block spaces

Should Elisa Corporation have to modernize the MDF and move the leased termination block spaces as a result, Elisa Corporation shall bear the costs of the moving work and any direct costs arising there from. Notification of such work shall be given at least one (1) month in advance. Elisa Corporation shall not indemnify for any indirect costs arising from inconvenience to a third party.

Giving notice on an agreement

If it needs the space in the MDF for its own use or if it relinquishes the space, Elisa Corporation shall be entitled to give six (6) months notice on a termination block space agreement. Elisa Corporation should explain the reasons for giving notice in its written notice.

Other terms and conditions

In other respects, the following terms and conditions in the order shown below shall apply to leasing a space for a termination block:

1. Subscriber connections – general terms and conditions.
2. Product description of hardware site products.
3. General contracting terms and conditions for the telecommunication products and services of Elisa Corporation.